MAKE A STATEMENT,
THEN BE GONE.

GRAFFITI

You've got a solid message, and you want to showcase it on a thick, meaty wall system. You also
want flexibility to support your artistic freedom, plus the light weight and fast setup that is often
delivered with thin portable displays.

GET ARTISTIC
WITH GRAFFITI
Graffiti is the dimensional wall
system that lets you make a
profound statement without
restricting your light, fast and
free movement.

Say it with

GRAFFITI
800.207.0311

IN SEARCH
OF SOLID
Graffiti artists know that solid walls in
visible spaces are perfect places to
share their important messages. But
erecting a thick, solid-looking wall at
a tradeshow to showcase your message
is a hassle. Materials are heavy and
bulky. Construction is complicated and
lengthy. And moving all that in and out
of the show is a messy chore.
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GRAFFITI
by displayit

THIS WALL
HAS IT ALL
Dimension
We refer to Graffiti as a dimensional wall because
it has significant depth. While most portable displays
are essentially flat, Graffiti is deep like a concrete
wall — a full 13 inches. And depth is what makes a
3-D movie so different from a flat-screen experience.
Light
To deliver that depth, we use a lightweight collapsing
aluminum frame. 99% of your wall is actually air.
Light? Indeed!
Fast
The core frame "unfolds" and snaps into place
to create your deep wall structure in literally seconds.
Then you hang on the graphics support channel bars
and attach your custom fabric silicon-edge graphics
(SEG). Done. Surfaces are always flat, square,
and clean.
Free
You won't need a can of spray paint to get the
custom Graffiti look you want. Wall sections come
in 10', 8', 5’ and 3' sections, and you're free to
connect multiple sections to create various angles
and lengths. Graphics can be 3-sided or 4-sided, with
continuous graphics up to 20' long. You're free to
design your perfect wall with few restrictions.

BACKLIT VERSION
Give your booth an eye-catching glow by including
one or more Graffiti walls with backlighting. Backlit
models feature cool LED lighting and an extra-thick
16" of depth. Each stand-alone frame supports your
vivid custom graphics on the front and light-blocking
white fabric panels on the back and sides.

It's big and
bad enough
for whatever
you have to say.
Call 1-800-207-0311

